Abstract. We discuss one important aspect of Waldmeier effect which says that the stronger cycles rise rapidly than weaker cycles. We studied four different data set of solar activity indices, and find strong linear correlation between rise rates and amplitudes of solar activity. We study this effect theoretically by introducing suitable stochastic fluctuations in our regular solar dynamo model. Keywords : (Sun:) sunspots; Sun: magnetic fields; Sun: photosphere It is well known that the stronger cycles take less time to rise their peak values than the weaker cycles. It is commonly known as Waldmeier effect. However, with "Waldmeier effect" two different measures are meant by different authors, causing confusion in the literature. The first is the observation that the rise times of sunspot cycles are anticorrelated to their strengths (i.e. the stronger cycles have shorter rise times) (WE1). The second is that the rates of rise of the cycles are correlated to their strengths (i.e. the stronger cycles rise faster) (WE2). In the next section we present our observational and theoretical results of WE2. The details of this work can be found in Karak & Choudhuri (2010 We have studied four different data sets: (1) Wolf sunspot numbers (cycles 12-23), (2) group sunspot numbers (cycles 12-23), (3) sunspot area data (cycles 12-23) and (4) 10.7 cm radio flux (available only for the last 5 cycles). All data sets have been smoothed by a Gaussian filter with a FWHM of 1 yr. We calculate the rate of rise by determining the slope between two points at a separation of one year, with the first point one year after the sunspot minimum. We find strong correlation between the rates of rise and the amplitudes of the sunspot cycles. Only the results for sunspot number and sunspot area
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Now we carry out theoretical study based on our flux transport dynamo model (Chatterjee et al. 2004) to explain this correlation. We believe that the fluctuations in the Babcock-Leighton process of poloidal field generation and the fluctuations in the meridional circulation are two main sources of irregularities in solar cycles (Jiang et al. 2007; Choudhuri & Karak 2009; Karak 2010 ). Here we show some results in Fig. 2 which is obtained by introducing randomness in the polar field at each minima in the regular model.
